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A decade ago, seminal perspectives and papers set a strong vision for the field of systems biology,
and a number of these themes have flourished. Here, we describe key technologies and insights
that have elucidated the evolution, architecture, and function of cellular networks, ultimately
leading to the first predictive genome-scale regulatory and metabolic models of organisms. Can
systems approaches bridge the gap between correlative analysis and mechanistic insights?
System biology aims to understand how

individual elements of the cell interact to

generate behaviors that allow survival in

changeable environments and collective

cellular organization into structured

communities. Ultimately, these cellular

networks assemble into larger population

networks to form large-scale ecologies

and thinking machines, such as humans.

Given this central focus on codifying the

organizational principles and algorithms

of life, we argue that systems biology is

not a newly emerging field, but rather

a mature synthesis of thought about the

implications of biological structure and

its dynamic organization, ideas that have

been brewing for more than a century.

Tomany scientists, the beginning of the

last decade marked the definition and

rise of the field of systems biology.

However, systems biology’s conceptual

origins date back almost 100 years. In

1917, D’Arcy Thompson formalized the

first link between development, evolution,

and physics in his treatise On Growth and

Form, when he observed that shapes

and function of biological systems were

fundamentally determined by physical

requirements and mechanical laws. In

1939, Walter Canon, then chairman of

the Department of Physiology at Harvard

Medical School, coined the term ‘‘homeo-

stasis’’ when he noted that organisms

hold essential physiological variables at

constant values despite a fluctuating

environment (Canon, 1939). In 1943, the
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American mathematician Norbert Weiner,

along with his coauthors, proposed that

negative feedback loops would be central

to maintaining this stability in biological

systems (Rosenbleuth et al., 1943), thus

linking concepts of control and optimality

with biological dynamics. Ten years later,

the British developmental biologist Con-

rad Waddington laid some of the modern

foundation for systems biology when he

presciently conceptualized networks of

cellular components (i.e., genes, cells,

and tissues) as evolutionarily dynamical

systems expressible as solutions to

a series of simultaneous differential equa-

tions. Over his long career, Waddington

argued for a truly dynamic systems theory

of cellular decision making driven by gene

expression and epigenetics (Waddington,

1954, 1977). When Jacques Lucien Jacob

and François Monod unveiled the molec-

ular mechanisms of gene regulation in

1962, they noted, ‘‘it is obvious from the

analysis of these [bacterial genetic regula-

tory] mechanisms that their known

elements could be connected into

a wide variety of ‘circuits’ endowed with

any desired degree of stability’’ (Jacob

and Monod, 1962).

During the ensuing decade, scientists

across a wide array of disciplines started

exploring the nonlinear dynamics in

biochemical networks. Although experi-

mental data to support their theoretical

hypotheses were still largely missing,

this period was quite productive, as
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numerous fundamental principles came

to light. These included the possible

mechanisms and advantages of different

biochemical switches and oscillators

with and without biochemical noise

(Goodwin, 1963); new models of meta-

bolic control and engineering (Heinrich

and Rapoport, 1974; Kacser and Burns,

1973); the reverse engineering of cellular

networks (Bekey and Beneken, 1978);

and abstracted models of these networks

to understand the evolution and optimiza-

tion of specific network ‘‘designs’’ (Kauff-

man, 1969). Indeed, these latter principles

of how networks can be structured to

achieve particular functions have been

used more recently to explicitly predict

natural network behavior.

Thus, by the early 1970s, the concepts

and components were all in place

for what encompasses most of what we

call ‘‘systems biology’’—the integrated

molecular analysis of cellular networks.

However, one roadblock remained:

experimental data to support the models

and hypotheses. This is where the last

two decades have revolutionized the field

of cellular network inference and analysis.

Since the early 1990s, a vast array of

technologies has dramatically improved

the efficiency of manipulating cells genet-

ically, themeasurementof cellular compo-

nents at high precision and completeness,

and the dissemination of materials and

information at unprecedented speeds

(due to theother network revolution,which
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Figure 1. A Simplified Scheme for Organizing Results in the Field of Systems Biology
References are placed (subjectively) into this space according to whether their respective study focused
more onmechanistic insight or on large-scale correlation analysis (the x axis) and whether the results were
primarily principles about cellular networks or predictions of their behavior (the y axis). (Because of space
constraints, only the last name of the first author is given).
has also left a conceptual mark on

systemsbiology).Manyof thesebiological

technologies are scaling by a Moore’s

Law-type (Moore, 1965) dynamic in which

every few years, the amount of DNA that

can be sequenced or synthesizeddoubles

in size for half the cost (as has the number

of transistors on a microchip) (Carlson,

2003). Clearly, this ability to read andwrite

genomic information has profoundly

accelerated systems biology.

Principles versus Prediction
and Correlation versus Causation
This brief historical perspective suggests

that discoveries in systems biology may

be organized within a conceptual space

(Figure 1). The y axis distinguishes

between two relatively distinct objectives:

deducing principles of network organiza-

tion necessary for behaviors versus

reverse engineering networks to predict

their behavior. Strikingly, with the advent

of scaling biological data, two general

approaches have evolved to meet these

objectives. On one hand, correlative
studies, which are usually on the genomic

scale, infer relationships among genes

and modules of function. These studies

can also annotate genes and their

products by a ‘‘guilt-by-association’’

approach in which detailed biochemical

information available about one gene or

system is transferred to others with corre-

lated behaviors. This strategy contrasts

with a ‘‘casual’’ approach in which direct

interactions among molecules are

tracked to glean mechanistic insights.

Interestingly, as genetic and biochemical

technologies climb the scaling curves,

correlative and causal studies have

become more intermingled. In other

words, as it becomes possible to rapidly

alter any gene (Paddison et al., 2004),

modulate any gene’s expression level,

and perhaps even reorganize large

regions of the genome (Gibson et al.,

2010; Wang et al., 2009; Warner et al.,

2010), mechanistic studies will become

available at a genome scale.

Obviously, prediction is not truly antip-

odal to principles, nor is correlation
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distantly removed from causation;

indeed, the quadrants are connected.

However, when we asked a group of

colleagues which systems biology papers

over the last decade have been most

important to the field, the resulting set of

landmark studies naturally clustered into

different regions of this systems biology

‘‘plane’’ (Figure 1).

Correlative Approaches

Genome-scale data have fundamentally

changed the types of questions that we

ask about cellular systems. We can now

observe how genomes dynamically

changeexpression in response toenviron-

mental conditions and then correlate

these results to other phenotypes, such

as growth, fate choices, and biosynthetic

productivity. Such experiments have

inspired several classes of analysis that

can vastly improve the data-driven anno-

tation of genomes, more strongly link

genotype to phenotype through inferred

networks of interaction, and predict

behaviors of cellular systems (Figure 1,

lower-left quadrant). They have also led

to a wide array of conceptual interpreta-

tions about the organization and evolution

of cellular networks into evolvable

modules, the decomposition of these

networks into recurrent regulatory

‘‘motifs’’ with useful dynamical function,

and the robustness of these architectures

tomutation (Figure1, upper-left quadrant).

Correlative Approaches

to Predicting Function

One type of analysis infers properties of

biomolecules from correlated changes of

genome-scale RNA, protein, DNA copy

number, or metabolite abundance as it

varies in time and across conditions.

Most often, genes sharing common

expression dynamics are inferred to share

regulators and possibly functional roles,

as least at some level (BrownandBotstein,

1999). The challenge in this area has been

isolating the set of correlated genes from

the background of measurement noise

and from those genes with merely coinci-

dent coexpression. Although clustering

techniques have been used for decades

to derive relationships in complex correla-

tive data sets such as those found in gene

expression compendia, in 2000, Cheng

andChurch introducedanalgorithmcalled

‘‘biclustering’’ that explicitly discovers

‘‘modules’’ from such data. This method

identifies groups of genes, or ‘‘modules,’’
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with similar patterns of expression over

a specific subset of conditions (Cheng

and Church, 2000). Individual genes may

belong tomultiplemodules, therebyallow-

ing inference of their numerous functions

and combinatorial regulation. This impor-

tant work inspired an increasing number

of algorithms concerned with identifying

related setsof biomolecules fromcomplex

data and inferring their ‘‘modular’’ func-

tion. These algorithms thereby opened

thedoor todiscoveringanapparent hierar-

chical modular architecture to cellular

regulation, which complements the more

informal ‘‘pathway’’ organization with

which biologists were familiar. The

modules of coherent function also greatly

simplify construction and interpretation

of predictive models, as they enabled

predictionof howdifferentmodules, rather

than the individual constituent genes, are

dynamically deployed—asystem formula-

tion that has far fewer variables and thus

requires far less data.

Gene expression can be an indirect

measurement of a component’s contribu-

tion to a particular cellular process, and

thus, genetic perturbations and activity

assays may be required. In seminal

work, Giaever et al. (2002) constructed

a bar-coded deletion library for the entire

genome of Saccharomyces cerevisiae.

This library enabled single-pot assays of

the relative growth or fitness of each strain

when exposed to a specific condition

(Giaever et al., 2002). In a subsequent

study, a growth phenotype for nearly

every gene in yeast was identified using

1000 chemical perturbations (Hillenmeyer

et al., 2008). These types of studies can

rapidly dissect the cellular targets of

drugs and even directly identify specific

transporters involved. In addition, these

studies have shown that genes displaying

changes in expression under a given

condition are not always the genes neces-

sary for responding functionally to that

condition (Giaever et al., 2002). Although

the implications of this result are not fully

understood, one obvious conclusion is

that different types of experiments are

required to deduce or even predict func-

tion of genes.

Correlative Prediction

of Organization

Another type of analysis seeks to infer

relationships among gene modules; in

other words, the strategy used to infer
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function of a single gene is now extended

to infer the underlying biochemical

network (Arkin et al., 1997). In 2001,

Ideker et al. combined genetic, macromo-

lecular interactions and expression data

(both protein and gene) to infer how the

galactose utilization network in yeast is

regulated (Ideker et al., 2001). They then

used the resulting ‘‘influence network’’ to

predict how the system responds to

genetic perturbations. Some of these

predictions were validated by experi-

ments, yet others were proven incorrect,

suggesting that properties of this well-

characterized regulatory network still

await discovery.

Variants of this approach that applied

additional, more sophisticated algorithms

from multivariate statistics and machine

learning quickly began to have a strong

impact on the field. In particular, Harte-

mink et al. (2001) offered perhaps the first

Bayesian approach for rating different

network structural hypotheses (i.e.,

different patterns of molecular interaction)

against data. Using a collection of 52

conditions, they demonstrated that it

was possible to infer the regulatory inter-

actions in the galactose pathway (Harte-

mink et al., 2001). Two years later, Segal

et al. (2003) increased the power of these

algorithms to infer the sets of genes

(i.e., modules) regulated by particular

transcription factors under specific

conditions. This algorithm also correctly

predicted new regulatory roles for less-

characterized proteins (Segal et al.,

2003). In particular, the model predicted

that one putative transcription factor

(Ypl230w) and two signaling molecules

(Kin82 and Ppt1) were important for

cellular response to three different condi-

tions: heat shock, hypo-osmotic shift,

and entry into stationary phase, respec-

tively. Disrupting the genes elicited no

expression phenotype in rich, unstressed

conditions but strong changes in expres-

sion relative to wild-type in the condition

predicted to be relevant for a given gene.

Applying a different statistical approach

called ‘‘Partial Least Squares Regres-

sion,’’ Janes and colleagues undertook

herculean efforts tomeasure and correlate

mammalian cell survival, apoptosis, intra-

cellular protein phosphorylation states,

and kinase activities (thereby generating

a data set with 7980 intracellularmeasure-

ments) in response to combinations of
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extracellular growth factor and cytokine

inputs (Janes et al., 2005, 2006). The re-

sulting model successfully predicted the

level of apoptosis as a function of cytokine

inputs and led to the new mechanistic

insight that cascades of autocrine sig-

naling were involved in mediating down-

stream cell responses to the extracellular

cues.

Shortly thereafter, in another landmark

paper,Bonneauetal. (2007)demonstrated

how the output of a new gene expression

biclustering algorithm provided input to

a clever regression algorithm that deci-

phers the transcriptional regulatory

network of an Archaea (Halobacterium

salinarumNRC-1) and predicts expression

responses to > 100 conditions (Bonneau

et al., 2007). Recently, such correlative

systems analyses are scaling up to link

biomolecular networks to ecological

networks. These pioneering studies are

uncovering new scales of biological orga-

nization that should lead to entirely new

principles of ecosystem function (Zhou

et al., 2010).

Nevertheless, it is not yet clear how to

optimally design perturbation repertoires

to achieve maximum accuracy in anno-

tating gene function and regulation and

in predictive model inference with minimal

expense. Also, it has yet to be proven that

the models obtained in these types of

studies are sufficiently accurate or inex-

pensive to have an impact in a medical

or industrial setting. Nonetheless, the

ability to collect such compendia of data,

even from diverse types of experiments,

is rapidly becoming a feasible task for

even a single laboratory to accomplish.

Wepredict that the increased accessibility

to these large-scale data sets will enable

the detailed characterization of organisms

after their genomes are sequenced and

may, ultimately, change what it means to

‘‘complete’’ the genome of an organism.

Uncovering Principles of Network

Organization

The fact that clear functional modules of

gene expression can be inferred from

correlative data sets implies the existence

of underlying organizational principles for

these networks. Similar hierarchies of

modules have been found in large-scale

protein interaction data and metabolic

networks. Certain ‘‘scale-free’’ topologies

of molecular interaction networks have

received considerable attention in biology



and other fields. Such topologies, which

seem to arise often in both natural and

human designed systems, are character-

ized by a pattern of interconnectedness

among the nodes (e.g., proteins) in which

the number of interactions per node

follows a power law. Influential papers

have suggested that these topologies

lead to robustness to perturbation (Jeong

et al., 2000) and in the case of proteins,

naturally arise due the evolutionary

process of duplication and divergence

(Rzhetsky and Gomez, 2001). Likewise,

in developmental biology, it has been

argued for decades that for integrated

cellular processes to evolve, they must

be dissociable into hierarchical, modular

units that can adapt their behavior with

little interference from other such units.

Thus, interaction and expressionmodules

may allow rapid, effective rewiring and

tuning of internal dynamics (Price et al.,

2007; Singh et al., 2008), such that this

ability to evolve may even be a selectable

trait (Earl and Deem, 2004). However,

caution must be taken in assigning evolu-

tionary meaning to apparent modularity

(Lynch, 2007).

On slightly smaller size scales, certain

topological motifs—that is, stereotypical

small networks of regulatory interactions

and chemical reactions—may have

important control functions for cellular

networks (Rao and Arkin, 2001). The avail-

ability of large-scale data has, in the last

decade, enabled the discovery that

certain motifs appearmore than expected

by random chance (Shen-Orr et al., 2002),

including feed-forward and feedback

loops (for more on feed-forward loops,

see Review by Yosef and Regev on page

886 of this issue). These motifs have

potential functional importance, such as

noise rejection, and appear physiologi-

cally robust but also evolutionarily flexible

with tunable function (Voigt et al., 2005).

Milo et al. (2002) hypothesized that these

motifs might form a sort of basis set of

dynamic functions from which complex

optimized networks could be assembled

in numerous contexts within and outside

of biology (Milo et al., 2002).

A beautiful theoretical paper by Segrè

et al. (2005) determined another organiza-

tional principle of cellular networks. They

not only showed that functional modules

could be inferred from growth phenotypes

of double knockout mutants, but also that
the epistatic interactions between pairs of

genes in these modules always fell into

one of two classes of interactions: buff-

ering, in which epitasis diminishes the

individual phenotypic effects of the two

mutations, or aggravating, in which the

deleterious, individual effects of two

mutations are worsened by their combi-

nation (Segrè et al., 2005). Modules were

thus ‘‘monochromatic’’ and never con-

tained mixed type genes, a principle that

was recently verified experimentally (Cos-

tanzo et al., 2010).

These architectural principles uncov-

ered from large sets of correlative data

are evocative and well supported, but

the challenge remains to find incontrovert-

ible evidence for evolutionary selection of

these architectures and to fully charac-

terize their functional consequences.

Mechanistic Approaches to Study

Causal Relationships

Although large-scale genomic data sets

lend themselves to statistical analysis of

correlation, causal analysis necessitates

more detailed biochemical data on the

networks’ effectors, such as proteins,

second messengers, and metabolites.

Unfortunately, the experimental analyses

of these components have not enjoyed

the same growth in scale as those of

nucleic acids. That is, whereas volumes

of data on one-dimensional genomes are

readily available, causal analysis also

requiresmultidimensional data on biomol-

ecules’ interactions, reactions and their

rates, localization, and transport. Mass

spectrometry, imaging, genetic sensors,

chemical probes, and other technologies

are increasingly providing such data, but

not yet at the samemagnitude as genomic

information. As a result, causal analyses

of cellular networks initially focused on

elucidating functional principles but are

becoming increasingly empowered with

data to enable prediction.

Uncovering Principles of Function

Large-scale models of biological net-

works face the challenges that molecular

mechanisms are often complex and

nonlinear (e.g., cooperative protein inter-

actions and epigenetic regulation) and

many of their inherent parameters are

unknown (e.g., affinities and rate

constants). However, in some model

systems, the biochemistry is sufficiently

well characterized to enable the construc-

tion of elegant, large-scale models.
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As a prime example, Tyson and

colleagues (Chen et al., 2004) modeled

the cell-cycle control systemofSaccharo-

myces cerevisiae using a set of 35

ordinary differentiation equations (ODE)

representing molecular mechanisms and

mass action (Chen et al., 2004) (for more

on modeling the cell cycle, see Primer

by Ferrell et al. on page 874 of this issue).

The goal of the model was not to account

for the full complexity of the system but

instead to provide a reasonable approxi-

mation of network behavior and to

uncover dynamical principles of the archi-

tecture. Indeed, their model succeeded in

accounting for a majority of mutant

phenotypes simulated.

Using a similar framework, El-Samad

et al. (2005a, 2005b) modeled the heat

shock response in Escherichia coli.

Despite the simplicity of the response—

deploying chaperones to keep proteins

folded at higher temperature—this model

uncovered complexity in the modular

control structure of the system. It also

demonstrated how the many feedback

loops in this system confer the ability to

respond quickly and robustly while also

trying to minimize the energetic cost of

heat shock protein expression (El-Samad

et al., 2005a, 2005b). In another important

study, Yi et al. used dynamical systems

control theory to analyze bacterial

chemotaxis (Yi et al., 2000), another

system with well-characterized biochem-

istry. Building on the principle that nega-

tive feedback is often central to biological

stability (Rosenbleuth et al., 1943), the

study found that integral feedback control

underlies the robustness of network

adaptation to significant perturbations in

both the amounts and kinetic parameters

of its component proteins. Interestingly,

control engineers ‘‘reinvented’’ this

strategy and proved that it is required, in

certain conditions, to build robustness

into electrical circuits and other systems.

Deterministic representations of

networks are compromised when their

constituents are present at low concen-

trations or undergo slow reactions. More-

over, early studies suggested that noise

can significantly influence network func-

tion (Arkin et al., 1998). Elowitz et al.

(2002) explored the principle that fluctua-

tions in the quantities and reaction rates of

gene expression machinery can cause

noise in gene expression at both a global
4, March 18, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 847



level in a cell (extrinsic), as well as for an

individual gene (intrinsic) (Elowitz et al.,

2002). Indeed, subsequent single-mole-

cule imaging studies directly confirmed

that both translation (Yu et al., 2006) and

transcription (Raj et al., 2006) can underlie

such noisy protein expression.

The principle that noise is inherent in

biological networks raised the question

of whether its effects on biological fitness

are neutral, positive, or negative. Although

the value of noise depends on the system,

in certain cases, noise appears to make

positive contributions to fitness. Organ-

isms have a need to adapt to changing

environments, and two adaptation strate-

gies are sensing and responding to

change or stochastically switching

phenotype.

Two theoretical studies arrived at the

principle that, under some conditions,

such as when transitions in selective envi-

ronments are slow or cannot be sensed,

stochastic fluctuations in an organism’s

phenotype can increase its fitness (Kus-

sell and Leibler, 2005; Wolf et al., 2005).

In a study that combined experimental

approaches with simulations, Weinberger

et al. (2005) investigated this principle by

analyzing stochastic effects in HIV infec-

tion (Weinberger et al., 2005). Low initial

numbers of viral molecules, slow gene

expression, andamplificationbyapositive

feedback loop lead to very noisy gene

expression, which for some infections

yielded long delays in gene expression.

This delayed expression contributed to

the formation of latent HIV, which is clini-

cally recognized as the most formidable

barrier to the elimination of virus from

a patient.

In an elegant study, Acar et al. (2008)

engineered Saccharomyces cerevisiae

strains that stochastically switched

phenotypes at different rates. Interest-

ingly, they found that the fast-switching

strain outgrew the slow-switching strain

in environments undergoing rapid fluctua-

tions, whereas the slow-switching strains

were more fit in environments that fluctu-

ated slowly (Acar et al., 2008).

Predictive Analysis of Network

and Cell Function

The complexity of molecular mechanisms

and scarcity of biochemical parameters

often makes the development of predic-

tive models challenging. Ibarra et al.

(2002) created a constraints-based
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whole-cell metabolic model for E. coli, in

which stoichiometric, thermodynamic,

and other constraints mathematically

yielded a solution space of allowed meta-

bolic network states (Ibarra et al., 2002).

Thismodel, which requires fewer parame-

ters than full dynamical models, can make

predictions of network function that

optimize growth under different environ-

mental conditions. Indeed, when Ibarra

et al. grew E. coli on a new carbon

substrate, the cells evolved to the meta-

bolic state predicted by the model.

In some systems, substantive compar-

ison to data can yield deterministic

models increasingly capable of predic-

tion. Hoffmann and colleagues (2002)

analyzed the mammalian NF-kB system

(Hoffmann et al., 2002), in which activa-

tion of this transcription factor upregu-

lates expression of IkBa, a negative

regulator of NF-kB. Integrating experi-

mental data with a deterministic model

enabled prediction of the oscillatory

behavior of this module upon stimulation

and perturbation. Finally, Schoeberl

et al. (2002) developed a model with 94

ODEs to simulate epidermal growth factor

signaling through MAP kinase, including

receptor trafficking dynamics and intra-

cellular phosphorylation cascades

(Schoeberl et al., 2002). This is the first

dynamic model of a large cellular

signaling network that was carefully

parameterized by prior experimental

measurements and that yielded predic-

tion on signal transduction dynamics,

which were subsequently validated

experimentally.

The Next Decade
As systems biology matures, the number

of studies linking correlation with causa-

tion and principles with prediction

continues to grow (Figure 1). Advances

in measurement technologies that enable

large-scale experiments across an array

of parameters and conditions will increas-

ingly meld these correlative and causal

approaches, including correlative anal-

yses leading to mechanistic hypothesis

testing as well as causal models empow-

ered with sufficient data to make predic-

tions. In addition, the increasing number

of organisms sequenced and the

increasing ease of measurement and

genetic manipulation will enable deep

comparison of systems across phyloge-
Inc.
netic trees, thereby enhancing our under-

standing of mechanistic features that are

necessary for function and evolution.

The increasing integration of experimental

and computational technologies will thus

corroborate, deepen, and diversify the

theories that the earliest systems biolo-

gists used logic to infer, thereby inching

us ever closer to that central question:

‘‘What is Life’’?
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